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Disclaimer
This document is only provided for information purposes and does not constitute, nor must it be interpreted as, an offer to sell
or exchange or acquire, or an invitation for offers to buy securities issued by any of the aforementioned companies. Any
decision to buy or invest in securities in relation to a specific issue must be made solely and exclusively on the basis of the
information set out in the pertinent prospectus filed by the company in relation to such specific issue. Nobody who becomes
aware of the information contained in this report must regard it as definitive, because it is subject to changes and modifications.
This document contains or may contain forward looking statements (in the usual meaning and within the meaning of the US
Private Securities Litigation Act of 1995) regarding intentions, expectations or projections of BBVA or of its management on the
date thereof, that refer to miscellaneous aspects, including projections about the future earnings of the business. The
statements contained herein are based on our current projections, although the said earnings may be substantially modified in
the future by certain risks, uncertainty and others factors relevant that may cause the results or final decisions to differ from
such intentions, projections or estimates. These factors include, without limitation, (1) the market situation, macroeconomic
factors, regulatory, political or government guidelines, (2) domestic and international stock market movements, exchange rates
and interest rates, (3) competitive pressures, (4) technological changes, (5) alterations in the financial situation,
creditworthiness or solvency of our customers, debtors or counterparts. These factors could condition and result in actual
events differing from the information and intentions stated, projected or forecast in this document and other past or future
documents. BBVA does not undertake to publicly revise the contents of this or any other document, either if the events are not
exactly as described herein, or if such events lead to changes in the stated strategies and intentions.
The contents of this statement must be taken into account by any persons or entities that may have to make decisions or
prepare or disseminate opinions about securities issued by BBVA and, in particular, by the analysts who handle this
document. This document may contain summarised information or information that has not been audited, and its recipients are
invited to consult the documentation and public information filed by BBVA with stock market supervisory bodies, in particular,
the prospectuses and periodical information filed with the Spanish Securities Exchange Commission (CNMV) and the Annual
Report on form 20-F and information on form 6-K that are disclosed to the US Securities and Exchange Commission.
Distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may be prohibited, and recipients into whose possession this document
comes shall be solely responsible for informing themselves about, and observing any such restrictions. By accepting this
document you agree to be bound by the foregoing Restrictions.
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The world as we know it
is changing rapidly …
It lacks a permanent
structure

It´s ephemeral

This allows the society to evolve at unseen speeds
Understand
today´s consumer

There is a
need to

Search for new trends

BBVA aims to become a reference in Customer Insight
5

Four relevant trends that will
impact our market significantly

Money as
an instrument

The culture of immediacy
and the need for simplicity

`Tyranny of the consumer´:
the information era

The virtual society
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Four relevant trends that will
impact our market significantly

Money as an instrument

“Money should be a
mean for enjoyment”

From a retentive
conception of money

To money as a mean to
obtain enjoyment

Increasing leisure-related consumption
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Four relevant trends that will
impact our market significantly

The culture of immediacy “A candy now or 3 in half an hour:
and the need for simplicity
ONE NOW!”
Intolerant to
frustation
The search
for the
desire

The reward
is having
your desire
satisfied

The need to sort out
difficulties in a
complex arena

More immediate
forms of reward

Increasing importance of self-service as a way of
providing customers with 24/7 service availability
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Four relevant trends that will
impact our market significantly
`Tyranny of the consumer´:
the information era

Access to multiple
sources of information

Consumer as the
new prescriptor

The consumer will have greater power in their relationship with brands

Now it is more important than ever to listen to the consumer
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Four relevant trends that will
impact our market significantly
The virtual society

The consumer demands innovative
ways of entertainment and socialization
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In 2004, BBVA created the first
R&D unit in the banking industry
1

Research &
develop new

marketing
initiatives to
adapt to a new
customer

2

Research &
develop new

3
Research & develop

digital
businesses to

new ways of
employee
collaboration

take advantage of
digitalization and
connectivity
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Changes are specially relevant in the web context
Internet is a catalyst of change. The web has evolved to a superior
version (2.0): open, standardized and collaborative. It has impact on …
the consumer

society

economy

corporations

Web 2.0

Web as a platform to provide customers with services

Folksonomy Crowd sourcing Social SoftwareUMTS
Ruby on Rails

Participation

Sharing
Usability

Metaverse

FOAF

ATOM

Widgets

Perpetual BETA

Audio

Design
LAMP

Standard Web
Tag cloud
SEO
Mobility

Recommendation Design CSS
Convergence
Geospatial
SOAP
Syndication
Confidence
XFN Aggregation
Long Tail
Wilkis
Open APIs
REST
Video
Blogs
Ajax Micro formats Pod cast SEM
WIFI User experience
RSS
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Evolving towards extended marketing
Traditional
Marketing
Who are you?
Social-demographic
criteria

+

Contextual
Marketing
What are your
interests?

What’s your
behavior?

Content segmentation

Segmentation based
on clickstream and IP
data compilation

“…to link my offer with
customer interests…”

“behavior vs.
demographics …”

(gender, age, population..)

“…it’s predictable that
same age or gender have
the same behavior..”

+

Behavioral
Marketing

From broadcasting …

… to collaboration marketing
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Behavioral

Contextual

Blue Webzine:
the digital magazine opportunity

Young
people
Music

Sports

Young people are one of
the biggest consumer
groups on internet…

thousands download
content each day.
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Blue Webzine:
the digital magazine opportunity
Printed content may go down but sometimes people want to
consume well-designed edited content

Type of Consumer
Demand

Small investment can be transformed into big audience …

Reactive

Traditional
Media

Internet

Magazines
Broadcast
TV

Digital
Magazines

Proactive Pay Per View

Internet
typical
Web 2.0
tools

(*) Source: mediaIdeas Think Note and internal analysys
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Digital Micromedia:
dealing with all the possibilities of the digital world

With
experts+
editors
controlling
the content

Combined
with a
professional
edition
Collaboration
and User
Generated
Content

Online citizen
journalism
initiative
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Covering
information
needs with
communities
of interest

In 2004, BBVA created the first
R&D unit in the banking industry
1

Research &
develop new

marketing
initiatives to
adapt to a new
customer
2

Research &
develop new

3
Research & develop

digital
businesses to

new ways of
employee
collaboration

take advantage of
digitalization and
connectivity
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We are developing business
lines that respond to the new challenges

Leveraging our business models on IT

SME´s

Individuals
Focus on developing
synergies:

Focus on widening scope
of the relationship:

• Distribution
synergies…
• … and customer
synergies

• Increasing demand of
professional services …
• … close to our core
activity and capabilities.

Combining online capabilities and offline networks
18

Distribution synergies with
individuals are progressing
…
Physical
adapting
network:
for that as
purpose
a placeour
to relate
physical
with
distribution:
customer
Online offer: servicing,
new concepts
automation,
of shop24/7 availability

HEALTH

BBVA
From: 08:00 15:00

Personal
Dinero ExpressBanking
From: 15:00 20:00

SHOP

MOTOR

LEISURE

HOME
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Distribution synergies with
individuals are progressing
… adapting our distribution networks: new concepts of shop

BBVA

Dinero Express

From: 08:00 15:00

From: 15:00 20:00
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… while exploring new ways of business
development: customer synergies
Evolving our value proposition of financial services
Personalisation
Personalization

Intelligence

Socialization

My
BBVA

My
BBVA

BBVA
Collective Intelligence
Net

My
BBVA
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My
BBVA

Using information as a `raw material´
for new services development
The use of information will allow us to build profitable
relationships with customers and to expand banking limits

• Customer behavior recommendation technology
• Real time personalized recommendations
• Building trust by understanding our customers’ tastes
22

We continue to expand our
relationship with SME´s

BBVA Soluciones is
the trademark through
which we offer
proffesional products
and services to the
business
CUSTOMER

NON-financial
Solutions

The offer is developed
internally or through
partnership…
… and delivered with
a multichannel
distribution strategy

Transactional
Financing
Added Value
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econta.com:
Online accounting service
eConta: first online accountacy
and payroll service in Spain
Targeted to proffessionals, selfemployed, entrepreneurs and
SMEs with less than 50
employees
Online:
 Easy to use
 No need of previous
knowledge
 Expert supervision and
assesment
Business borders and
digitalization: moving from
financial information to
accounting management
services
24

Digipedia:
the digital information opportunity
Digital information is much richer than information printed or analogue,
but requires proper protection and management
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns ="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml: lang ="en" lang="en" dir="ltr">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset =utf-8" /> <meta name="keywords" content="Document
management system,Alfresco (software),Archiving,Boolean expression,Computer system,Content management system,Data
proliferation,Database,Digital asset management,Digital image,Document imaging" /> <link rel="shortcut icon“ href="/favicon.ico" />
<link rel="search" type="application/opensearchdescription+xml“ href="/w/opensearch_desc.php" title="Wikipedia (English)" />

Information
Secure Digital
document

<link rel="copyright" href="http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html" /> <link rel="alternate" type="application/rss+xml “ title="Wikipedia RSS
Feed“ href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php? title=Special:Recentchanges&amp;feed=rss" /> <link rel="alternate"
type="application/atom+xml" title="Wikipedia Atom Feed“
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:Recentchanges&amp;feed=atom" />
<title>Document management system - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia</title> <style type="text/css " media=“
screen,projection">/*<![CDATA[*/ @import "/skins-1.5/common/shared.css?100"; @import "/skins-1.5/monobook/main.css?100";
/*]]>*/</style>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="print" href="/skins-1.5/common/commonPrint.css?100" /> <!--[if lt IE
5.5000]><style type="text/css">@import "/skins-1.5/monobook/IE50Fixes.css?100";</style><![endif]-->
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset =utf-8" /> <meta name="keywords" content="Document management
system,Alfresco (software),Archiving,Boolean expression,Computer system,Content management system,Data
proliferation,Database,Digital asset management,Digital image,Document imaging" /> <link rel="shortcut icon “href="/favicon.ico" />
<link rel="search" type="application/opensearchdescription+xml“ href="/w/opensearch_desc.php" title="Wikipedia (English)" />

taxonomy

retrieval
storage metadata BPM
Archiving Security

Index

<link rel="copyright" href="http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html" /> <link rel="alternate" type="application/ rss+xml" title="Wikipedia RSS
Feed" href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php? title=Special:Recentchanges&amp;feed=rss" /><link rel="alternate"
type="application/atom+xml" title="Wikipedia Atom Feed"
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:Recentchanges&amp;feed=atom" />
<title>Document management system - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia</title> <style type="text/ css" media="screen,
projection">/*

workflows

<![CDATA[*/ @import "/skins-1.5/common/shared.css?100"; @import "/skins-1.5/monobook/main.css?100"; /*]]>*/</style> <link
rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="print" href="/skins-1.5/common/commonPrint.css?100" /> <!--[if lt IE 5.5000]><style type="text/
css">@import "/skins-1.5/monobook/IE50Fixes.css?100";</style><![endif]-->
<title>Document management system - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia</title> <style type="text/ css" media="screen,
projection">/*
<![CDATA[*/ @import "/skins-1.5/common/shared.css?100"; @import "/skins-1.5/monobook/main.css?100"; /*]]>*/</style> <link
rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="print" href="/skins-1.5/common/commonPrint.css?100" /> <!--[if lt IE 5.5000]><style type="text/
css">@import "/skins-1.5/monobook/IE50Fixes.css?100";</style><![endif]-->
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In 2004, BBVA created the first
R&D unit in the banking industry
1

Research &
develop new

marketing
initiatives to
adapt to a new
customer
2

Research &
develop new

3
Research & develop

digital
businesses to

new ways of
employee
collaboration

take advantage of
digitalization and
connectivity
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Innovative ways of employee collaboration:
harnessing the power of employee networks
Centralized net

Decentralized net

Interconected net

Usage of information and knowledge: Key of the new era
To turn the individual knowledge
into corporate knowledge

To manage the access to and
availability of information

BBVA Blogsphere
27

BBVA Google project

Access to information

Welcome and easy to use tool

Knowledge sharing

Moving advantages to clients
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Blogsphere BBVA:
Digitalization of knowledge across the company
The value of an internal network:
110.000 employees and 32 countries
 New idea generation
 Co-creation and collaboration
 Discovering new talent
 Open communication
 Identification of relevant
events

 Best practice sharing
 Deeper expertise

Developing a global blogsphere
29
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BBVA is developing a public blogsphere to
`dialogue and blog´ with customers
To listen to our customers
and communicate with
them through their
preferred channel
To manage the brand
image in the online world

To develop a pioneering
position on the internet

Creating a social network around its business and values
30
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In conclusion
PERSONAS

Demografí
a, valores
PEOPLE
sociales, estilos de vida..

Investors

Industries

NORMATIVO

EMPRESAS

Restricciones,
reglas,
LEGAL ISSUES
regulaciones..

Sistemas
productivos
COMPANIES
Entorno laboral,...

CUSTOMERS

Competitors

Employees

CIENCIA Y
TECNOLOGIA
TECHNOLOGY

ECONOMIA
Entorno
macro,
ECONOMY
Geopolítica..

worldwide
reference in customer insight
We

are working to

become a
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We are implementing 3 different action lines
Research &
develop new

marketing
initiatives to
adapt to a new
customer
Research &
develop new

Research &
develop new

digital
businesses to

ways of
employee
collaboration

take advantage of
digitalization and
connectivity

Building the levers for BBVA´s future growth
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Thank you
“How technology expands banking limits”
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